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Abstract

 A critical technology for operating groups of Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is distributed 
guidance.  Distributed guidance allows an operator to command several vehicles at the same time, reduces 
operator workload, and adds redundancy to the system.  Some of the leading software candidates for 
achieving distributed guidance are known as Boid Guidance Algorithms (BGAs), which are agent-based 
techniques relying on the interactions of simple behaviors. 

 Flight tests are crucial to the advancement of flight technologies such as BGAs, and this was 
identified as an important area for development.  This paper presents the results from the 2005 flight tests 
of BGAs at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center with two RnR Products’ APV-3 UAVs employing 
CloudCap Technology’s Piccolo autopilot system. 

 Major challenges in these flight tests include the use of a waypoint-following system, limited 
computation resources, and management of safety procedures.  The conclusions of this work include the 
need for using a path-following platform and completion of a full system optimization.  This work is an 
important step in the development of a deployable distributed guidance system. 

© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection  
Keywords:Agents, swarm guidance, multi-vehicle control, boid 

1. Introduction 

 The ability for a single operator to manage multiple aircraft is a sought-after goal.  Possible benefits 
of this technology include improved operator efficiency, the opportunity for distributed function, 
redundancy in hardware, reduced production and operating costs, and improved safety.  However, the 
management of several aircraft simultaneously is wrought with challenges. 
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 This research stems from a collaborative project of NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) 
and Ames Research Center (ARC) entitled Networked UAV Teams (NUAVT) [6].  The focus of the 
project was to show the feasibility of using cooperative UAVs to assist in forest fire fighting activities.  
However, the technologies developed are general enough for use in many different applications. 

 Previous approaches to this problem are computationally expensive and incur a significant scaling 
penalty with regard to group size [9][10].  Since small UAVs typically have limited computing capacity, 
this problem is of high importance. BGAs have shown a great deal of success in coordinating large 
numbers of simulated aircraft [4][13], but there are few known flight tests. 

2. Boid Guidance Algorithms 

 Boid Guidance Algorithms (where “Boid” stands for “Bird android”) are rule-based guidance 
methods inspired from observations of animal flocks and swarms [12]. It was proposed that these 
complex emergent behaviors could be explained if each animal agent were to follow a set of very simple 
rules as shown in Fig. 1 [11]. The combination of these rules can lead to seemingly intelligent behavior.   

Fig.1. Clockwise from left: Flocking behavior, collision avoidance behavior, and heading matching behavior. 

 The behavioral rules are combined by weighting the acceleration command of each behavior and 
summing.  Determining the weightings is typically the most challenging aspect of working with BGAs. 

 Previous work on BGAs involved exponentially scaling the behavior weightings [4]. That is, as one 
boid approached another, its collision avoidance behavior would get a higher weighting. The inverse 
would occur as the boid moved farther from its neighbors. This research did not use such a method as it 
incurs a greater on-line computation penalty yet presents similar optimization challenges. Instead, this 
implementation used a look-up table scheduled by a contingency management system. 

 BGAs were chosen for this work due to their low computation requirements, but were further 
modified so that most computation takes place off-line. This modification reduces the workload on the 
flight system. In addition, this system has a limited scaling penalty. 

The rules used here are velocity matching (1), flock centering (2), collision avoidance (3), target 
seeking (4), and obstacle avoidance (5), where ���, ���, and  ����∙� are the current boid position, velocity, and 
partial acceleration, respectively. 

������� = ����������
‖��������������‖
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������� = �����������
‖�����������‖
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2.1. Contingency Management System 

 Much like a linearized control system, using only one set of behavior weightings is valid for only a 
certain range of conditions. For a robust system, the weightings must change in response to changes in the 
environment. 

 To accomplish this, trigger flags were defined to indicate the state of the environment.  For instance, 
if an aircraft passes within a specified range of its neighbor, the value of a flag is changed. Here, 48 
different flag combinations were identified. For each combination, a set of weightings is specified.   

 For all behaviors except obstacle avoidance, nominal conditions are indicated by a “Level 2” flag.  
For instance, if the aircraft are nearby each other without being too close, headed in about the same 
direction, and have reached the target area, then the flocking, collision avoidance, heading matching, and 
target seeking behavior flags will all be Level 2.  The obstacle avoidance behavior flag has three levels: 
Level 3 for nominal, Level 2 if the aircraft is heading toward an obstacle, and Level 1 if a collision is 
imminent.  

The parameters that trigger the flags (such as allowable distance between aircraft) must be determined 
by the user based upon aircraft performance characteristics. For an aircraft model with significant 
uncertainty, the parameters may be set arbitrarily restrictive at first, but eased as the aircraft model is 
refined. 

2.2. Other modifications 

 In addition to the contingency management system, other changes to the basic algorithm were 
required. Commands generated by the BGA were limited according to speed and turn magnitude, so as to 
reflect the limits of the control system. The turn limiting was based on a maximum load factor constrained 
by either the drag and minimum thrust or the stall limit [1].  

To ensure the aircraft stayed within the prescribed boundaries for flight tests, when an aircraft came 
within a certain distance of the boundaries, it was given full power in the direction orthogonal to the 
boundary.  The concern with this approach is that full priority is given to area containment at the expense 
of collision avoidance. However, the safety of the public and operators is paramount. 

 In addition to limiting the commands, some smaller modifications to the algorithm were required. 
Since the number of waypoints available to each aircraft was limited (see “Challenges” section), the 
commanded paths were modified to remove waypoints on relatively long and straight sections. Given the 
limited accuracy of the UAV guidance system, this modification had negligible effect on UAV behavior. 

Further details on these modifications and the bases for calculations are found in Clark [3].

3. Optimization 

 The weightings for the BGA were optimized using a Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) [8].  Previous 
work showed success using SGAs for optimization of complex functions and BGAs in particular [7][5]. 

 SGAs use an evolutionary approach to optimize according to an objective function. Given an initial 
population of binary strings, an SGA will evaluate the fitness of each individual string. Then, using the 
processes of reproduction, crossover, and mutation, the SGA produces a new population of strings. With 
each successive generation, the probability for an improvement of overall fitness generally increases. 
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 This research used a SGA developed by the University of Sheffield for use in Matlab. It was 
implemented for this work with a population of 20, a generation gap of 0.9, a bit precision of 8, and a 
variable range of 0 to 100 for the five behavior weightings. The SGA ran for 500 generations after which 
the top performing individual was selected for inclusion in the BGA.  

The objective function consisted of a sum of the “Level 1” flags corresponding to each behavior, with 
an additional weight of 4 on the target seeking behavior flag. A Level 1 flag in either of the anti-collision 
behaviors resulted in an artificially large objective value of 5000, essentially taking it out of future 
populations. Thus, a weighting set which gets the flock to the target location the fastest with no collisions, 
while minimizing the times the aircraft drift out of tolerance on the cohesion parameters, has the greatest 
chance of selection. 

Due to lack of computing resources for timely completion, only one set of behavior weightings was 
selected for optimization, with three others being set manually. The full contingency management system 
desired would include at least 48 such sets. Therefore, the obtained set was optimized for a specific set of 
conditions, and deviations from these nominal conditions can result in undesired performance results.

4. Challenges 

There were several challenges to testing the BGA system, both self-imposed and exogenous.  Perhaps 
the most serious impediment to achieving an ideal test of the BGAs was the use of an autopilot system 
employing waypoint-following logic. While suitable for many applications, waypoint-following is 
generally inadequate for robust collision avoidance. Since collision avoidance is a key component of 
BGAs, the waypoint-following logic presented a major difficulty in ensuring test success. 

 In addition, the NASA ARC-developed interface program could accept only 15 waypoints per path 
for each aircraft, leading to larger distances between waypoints. Aircraft motion between the waypoints is 
not dictated by the BGA, thus larger waypoint separation results in an increased chance of collision. 

 A further constraint of the selected autopilot system was the requirement that the final waypoint 
either link back to the first point or be made an orbit point. To increase certainty in the aircraft positions, 
the final point in all paths was made an orbit point. The challenge is found in that the aircraft starts 
entering the orbit as soon as it crosses the next-to-last waypoint. This can lead to significant deviation 
from the path commanded by the BGA. 

As mentioned earlier, the implemented BGA is minimally optimized. This constraint limited the 
tolerance of the algorithm to deviations from its optimized condition. It was therefore important to choose 
an optimization case that was a more challenging environment than expected in flight. 

Some self-imposed safety features also presented challenges to performing a robust test of the 
algorithm. In order to ensure flight safety, the flight paths generated by the algorithm were inspected by 
the operators before the aircraft were allowed to follow them. This created two difficulties: the paths were 
not updated in flight, resulting in open-loop guidance; and accurate initial conditions were not available to 
the algorithm.

5. Flight test results 

Flight tests were conducted by NASA DFRC and ARC in January 2005 at Edwards Air Force Base. 
The test aircraft were RnR Products’ APV-3 vehicles, with wing span of 12 feed, empty weight of 30 lbs, 
maximum speed of 90 mph, minimum speed of 45 mph, and a 7.5 hp gasoline engine. 

The aircraft transited the test area from corner to corner (for reference, the long horizontal edge is ~2 
miles), while avoiding virtual obstacles and one another.  Fig. 2(a) shows results from one such test, with 
diamonds and squares as the waypoints for the first and second aircraft, respectively.   

In this scenario, the aircraft are travelling from lower left to upper right with no obstacles.  The 
difficulty of establishing achievable initial conditions is visible as is the entry into orbit of the last 
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waypoint. With the exception of the endpoints, the flight path meets the goal of coordinated group flight 
without collision or departure from the test area. In Fig. 2(b), the selected aircraft initial conditions 
correspond well to the actual path entry points.  However, due to the distance between the final orbit point 
and the next-to-last waypoint, there is significant departure from the desired path.  This illustrates the 
need for the next-to-last waypoint to be near the final orbit point when using a waypoint-guidance system. 

In Fig. 3(a), the aircraft avoid simulated obstacles, although the path deviation of the northernmost 
aircraft nearly crosses one of the obstacle boundaries.  Again, this is a result of the next-to-last waypoint 
being too far from the final orbit point. The aircraft safely navigate among four simulated obstacles in 
Fig. 3(b). The distance between waypoints leads the aircraft to approach an obstacle closer than desired. 

 Fig. 4(a) shows a clear violation of a simulated obstacle.  This failure is due to the reduced number of 
available waypoints for the path.  None of the waypoints are within the obstacle boundaries, so it was not 
an algorithm failure. The results shown in Figure 4(b) are very similar to those of Figure 4(a).  The 
obstacle boundary violation is again due to the reduced number of available waypoints. 

 Figure 5 demonstrates a failure of the algorithm, as waypoints were placed within the obstacle 
boundaries.  This is due to the use of a minimal set of schedulable behavior weightings.  If the full set 
were available, the contingency management system may have prevented the incursion. Also of note is 
the excursion of the aircraft with the dotted path early in the flight. This is another artifact of the 
waypoint-following algorithm used by the autopilot combined with inaccurate initial conditions selection. 

Fig. 2. (a) BGA Test Scenario 1; (b) BGA Test Scenario 2 
   

Fig. 3. (a) BGA Scenario 3; (b) BGA Scenario 4 
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Fig. 4. (a) BGA Scenario 5; (b) BGA Scenario 6 

Fig. 5. BGA Scenario 7 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

Although more work is needed to develop a robust system, these flight tests have demonstrated an 
emerging capability for safely and efficiently UAVs utilizing boid algorithms. Future work should 
include a path-following system for robust collision avoidance and dynamic path development. On-
aircraft computation and calculating a complete set of weightings would improve results. It would also be 
instructive to use “self-optimizing” techniques such as Particle Swarm Optimization [2], which allows for 
adaptability by finding an optimum balance between exploration and exploitation. Tests exploring other 
emergent behaviors, such as orbiting or drag reduction [3], would be good next steps. 
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